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MEMORANDUM FOR H. R. HALDEMAN

FROM: LARRY HIGBY

SUBJECT: Suggestions for TV Viewing

THURSDAY - 7:30 p.m.

PAT PAULSEN -- VARIETY - Channel 7 and 13

Angie Dickinson is Pat's guest.

8:00 p.m.

DAVID FROST - VARIETY - Channel 13

Special: Bob Hope and Arthur Godfrey headline this "David Frost Show" replay taped last November. Also appearing: Gen. Emmett "Rosy" O'Donnel, president of the USO, and the folk-singing Dubliners. Bob, who tours Vietnam yearly at Christmas, discusses the importance of entertainment to overseas GIs. (60 min.)
January 27, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR H.R. Haldeman

FROM: LARRY HIGBY

SUBJECT: Suggestions for TV Viewing

WEDNESDAY - 9:00 p.m.

JOHNNY CASH - Channel 7 and 13

Guests: Glen Campbell, Nancy Ames, country singer Marty Robbins, Carl Perkins, Carter Family, Statler Brothers, Tennessee Three, Bill Walker orchestra. (60 min.)
MEMORANDUM FOR H. R. Haldeman

FROM: LARRY HIGBY

SUBJECT: Suggestions for TV Viewing

TUESDAY - 10:00 p.m.

CBS REPORTS - Channel 2 - 9

Special: "The Day They Had to Close the Schools," A report on the growing crisis in U.S. public education. Daniel Schorr interviews HEW Secretary Robert Finch; Govs. Ronald Reagan (Cal.), John Burns (Hawaii) and William Milliken (Mich.); and educator James Conant. (60 min.)
MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

FYI

January 26, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR H. R. Haldeman

FROM: Larry Higby

I have a dental appointment tomorrow morning at 8:00 a.m.

/ Hooray/
January 24, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR H.R. HALDEMAN

FROM: LARRY HIGBY

RE: Sunday TV Viewing Possibilities

11:00 a.m.
FACE THE NATION - Channel 2
Secretaries Finch and Hickel

1:00 p.m. - Channel 4
MEET THE PRESS
Dean Burch

1:30 p.m. - Channel 7
ISSUES AND ANSWERS
Former Vice President Hubert Humphrey
January 22, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR H.R. HALDEMAN

FROM: LARRY HIGBY

RE: Proposed Thursday Night TV Viewing

PAT PAULSEN - Channel 7 and 13. Guests will be former Vice President Hubert Humphrey and Debbie Reynolds. In his comedy acting debut, Humphrey aids a distressed motorist (Pat). (The sketch, taped in Waverly, Minn., features an appearance by Mrs. Humphrey). Also: Debbie plays an unruly prisoner causing problems for warden Pat; and there's an interview scheduled with cartoon character Daffy Duck. In solo spots, Pat shows viewers how to assemble a color TV set and parodies a TV leading man.

LH:pm
January 16, 1970

H...

The following TV programs, deemed to be of interest to you and/or your family, have been extracted from the TV GUIDE for your information and TV viewing entertainment during the weekend.

SATURDAY, January 17th

9:30P, Channel 13 -- Special: "The Shame of Welfare"
The Nixon Administration is seeking a method of distributing welfare funds fairly and purposefully. Last May, Group W's Urban America Unit sought to learn who receives welfare checks and why the rolls are steadily increasing. In South Philadelphia, case workers and welfare recipients themselves come up with answers. Also: commentary by advocates of change within the system, including that of Milton Friedman, former economic advisor to Barry Goldwater. (Rerun; 90 minutes) (Color)

10:00P, Channel 26 -- Report: "The Film Generation on War"
Dialogue and narration are absent in this assortment of films illustrating the antiwar sentiments of young film-makers. "The Desert," by Janusz Kublik, follows a boy haunted by images of war. "Opus 007," by Gerald Belkin, includes violent sound and distorted images drawn from TV, motion pictures and comic books. "Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge," by Robert Enrico, is based on a Civil War short story. (Rerun; 60 minutes) (Color)

SUNDAY, January 18th

1:00P, Channel 4 -- Meet the Press
Congressional minority leaders are the scheduled guests: Sen. Hugh Scott and Rep. Gerald Ford. Panelists: series producer Lawrence Spivak, Samuel Shafer (NEWSWEEK), Robert Semple Jr. (NEW YORK TIMES) and Nancy Dickerson (NBC). Edwin Newman is the moderator. (Live) (Color)
SUNDAY, January 18th (Continued)

1:30 P., Channel 7 -- Issues/Answers
   Tentatively scheduled: Secretary of State William Rogers, who is expected to comment on Vietnam and the Middle East conflict. (Live) (Color)

3:00 P., Channel 4 -- Meeting of the Minds
   Topic: "Nixon's Foreign Policy." Participants: Paul Warnke, member of the staff of the Hon. Clark Clifford; and three foreign correspondents CSABA KIS (Hungarian News Agency); Stephen Barber (London Daily Telegraph); and Krishan Bhatia (Hindustan Times). (Color)

6:00 P., Channel 4 -- Report
   Tentatively scheduled: the Nation's capital is also its crime capital and has been described as "an example of criminal anarchy." This report examines crime in Washington in the aftermath of President Nixon's anti-crime campaign, inaugurated last February. Frank McGee reports late news. (Live and film) (Color)

Elmer
You may want to watch "A Glimpse of China" at 9:00 p.m. on Channel 26. It's a discussion on China by Canadian newsmen Bill Cunningham (who produced and narrates the report) and Colin McCullough. (60 minutes)

A Canadian film crew spent 11 days in Canton (under strict supervision) to provide this view of a regimented society.

1. A visit to a commune reveals primitive farming methods and stringent militia training.

2. At a trade fair for Western buyers, Chinese-made computers are the prize exhibit.

3. A look at a sewing machine factory includes a workers' self-criticism session.

4. A propaganda play emphasizes a unique treatment for deafness—acupuncture techniques embellished with readings from Mao.
January 12, 1970

Dear Bob:

I would appreciate your office looking into the operation of the Western White House. During our last trip out there, some of the items that we had requested be taken care of still had not been done. For example, we requested that soundproofing be done for the President's office, yet only partial measures had been taken to assure that his office was soundproof. In addition we had requested that the thermostats be moved to the inside offices rather than the outer offices for all those offices in the building with the Presidents.

Shortly after we arrived the President's heating system completely went out causing his office to remain at a temperature above 80° for most of the first day that we were there. He was finally forced to retire to his home when your people were unable to fix it. In investigating they stated that they had tested the heating system out a week before and that it had been functioning properly, but I seriously doubt if this was the case.

There is a failure of those in charge to have an attitude that the job has to be done and that they're going to do it. The place seems to be operated for the convenience of those who are supporting the President's staff and maintaining the buildings rather than for the convenience of the President and his staff.

I realize that part of the operational difficulties are due to the truncated responsibility for maintaining various parts of the building and grounds. If this is the case, the Coast Guard, GSA, and whatever units are involved, should get together to see that all maintenance functions take place at times other than during staff working hours and that preventive maintenance is taken to prevent foul-ups during the short periods of time when we are there.
One additional point - the problem here, I feel, is one of this group of people not having previously been put in a position of dealing with an organisation with the expectations of the Office of the President. Their attitude is one of "how can we get this done" rather than "what can I now do to make the operation better". It is one of waiting to respond to specific requests rather than figuring out and anticipating what needs to be done, and then making sure that it is done right the first time.

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman
Assistant to the President

Honorable Robert L. Kunzig
Administrator
General Services Administration
Washington, D.C.

HRH:LH:pm
January 10, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR H.R. HALDEMAN

FROM: LARRY HIGBY

Attached is a transcript from Roger Ailes that gives his portion of a seminar he participated in on September 20 for the American Association of Political Consultants. Although the material is interesting, it is hardly anything new and revealing and would suggest that there is no necessity for your reading this material.

Attachment

LH:pm